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KEEPING TRADITIONS



POLJOT INTERNATIONAL

Ladies and gentlemen,

The roots of the brand “Poljot-International” lie 
in the establishment of the “First State Watch 
Factory” in the 30s of the last century in Moscow. 
In 1961, after the first flight of an inhabitant of 
our planet into space, the products of this facto-
ry have been given the name “Poljot” (the flight).

In 1992, in order to sell the watches of this brand, 
the distribution company “Poljot-V GmbH” was 
founded in Frankfurt/ Main (Germany), which al-
ready in 1994 under the guidance of its director, 
Mr. Alexander Shorokhov, proceeded with the 
creation of a new brand “Poljot-International”. 
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On the one hand, continuing the Russian traditions 
of the brand “Poljot”, the newly founded watch 
brand “Poljot-International” has been choosing 
a fundamentally new way of development by
using new high-quality material for the watch 
production, by creating an own modern de-
sign, high quali ty assembling of watches 
and a severe systematic process control.

The projecting works, manufacturing and 
certifying of watches were relocated to 
Germany, as a result of which the compa-
ny could become completely independent 
and evolve its own development strategy. 
In the same year the company joined the 
“Federation of German Watch Producers”.

The successful development of the brand „Poljot-
International” made it possible in the following for 
the company to occupy a place under the leading 
watch manufacturers in the middle price sector. 

The watches made by the company are 
now distributed in more than 35 countries. 
All watches “Poljot-International” are now 
produced in Germany. Nevertheless, you 
can feel and see the charm and the smoo-
thness of the design, the dextrous hands of 
the watchmakers, the warmth of the Russi-
an soul and of course their love to Russia.
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BASILIKA

The brand “Basilika” is actually not new one, 
because the first and undoubtedly most suc-
cessful watch series of the brand “Poljot-Inter-
national” has just the same name – “Basilika”.
Over many years, this name became a byword 
for the whole watch brand like a pseudonym. 
That’s why the registration of “Basilika” as new 
brand name in 2007, was a logical consequence 
of its successful establishment in the market. 
The new brand which also will be produced in 
Germany is continuing the traditions of inno-
vation of the brand “Poljot-International” and 
will delight the watch collectors and connois-
seurs by further development of new modern 
designs, technical and constructive innovations.  
More than ever, the attention will be directed 
to the watch details, the quality of the products 
and assembling works and the after-sales ser-
vice. Our aim is to content our customers com-
pletely.

ALEXEY LEONOV

One of the most famous ambassadors of Basili-
ka watches is Alexey Leonov, commander of the 
legendary Soviet-American space flight in 1975. 
With this flight, the Soviet and the American 
crews managed to suspend the “Cold War” for 
a moment in time. 

The world press dubbed this extraordinary event  
the “Handshake in orbit”. The multiple-function 
watch “Soyuz-Apollo”, wearing by Leonov, fea-
tures an automatic movement cal. 2427. with 
double barrel, world timer, day & date-display, 
dial with personal watch number; limited to 500 
pieces.
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PETER THE GREAT

Peter the Great was a reformer in the Russian 
empire of the 17th and 18th century. His re-
forms of the government, economy, science, 
culture and military were transforming this 
country from an agrarian state into one of the 
most modern and leading countries of Europe, 
at that time. With his help Russia obtained great 
importance.

It is not by accident that the heraldic sign of the 
Russian empire has been placed at the dial in 
great size and leaping to the eyes. Finally, the 
skeletonized and engraved movement and the 
open dial are creating a magnificent and power-
ful high-valued piece. Certainly, Peter the Great 
would much enjoy such watch. The watch is 
available in two versions – in stainless steel or 
with gold plated case and limited to 400 pcs. of 
each version.
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Hand winding movement cal. 9011 PI, skeletonized, stainless steel case with glass back, Ø 43 mm, h=12,4 mm, 
5atm.

9211.19401119211.1941611



In August 2000, he and his wife (coming from 
the German aristocratic family of Hessen-Darm-
stadt) Alexandra Fedorovna and their 5 children 
were canonized by the Russian-Orthodox Chur-
ch. This model line in rose gold is dedicated to 
Nicolai II.
For this wonderful watch the focus is on the ske-
letonized movement and dial. These two com-
ponents are causing a feeling of the tsars’ era 
in Russia. The rounded off case and the blued 
hands are completing the appearance of this 
watch model made in classical traditional style. 
This series is limited to 400 pcs. of each dial ver-
sion and will have the corresponding limitation 
number on the dial.

9211.1940902 9211.1940903 9211.1940214
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Hand winding movement cal. 9011 PI, skeleto-
nized, stainless steel case with glass back, rose 
gold or PVD black covered, Ø 43 mm, h=12,4 
mm, 5atm.

NICOLAI  II 

Tsar Nicolai II is surrounded by many legends and contradictory rumours. However, for the historians one is sure 
– he was an educated and kind-hearted man with friendly and warm feelings to his family and Russia. 9211.1941613



NICOLAI  II – CHRONOGRAPH

In memory of tsar “Nicolai II” was created this splendid model with gold plated case. It commemorates the 
ceremonial performances and the dear life of the last Russian tsar of the Romanov dynasty. Hand winding chro-
nograph cal. 2901 SeaGull,  refined with “Geneva Stripes” , stainless steel case, Ø 43,0 mm, h = 14,2 mm, 5 atm, 
glass back, sapphire glass.

PETERHOF –  
RESIDENCE OF TSARS

HAND WINDING POCKET WATCH
The first pocket watches have been made 
from the 15th to the 16th century in the Ger-
man town of Nuremberg. In this connection 
we remember the watchmaker Peter Hen-
lein. Shortly afterwards, the triumphant ad-
vance of the pocket watches began. The small 
watches were appreciated everywhere. No-
wadays, we see a real renaissance of them. 
The well-known, very reliable mechanical 
cal.3105 by Poljot will be fit in a fine steel case.  

Hand winding movement cal. 3105, refined, rho-
dium plated,  stainless steel case Ø 45mm, h = 
12 mm, sapphire glass on both sides.
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2901.1941612 2901.1941613
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NASTJA

The exclusive execution of the ladies watches 
are beyond competition.  The open skeletonized 
dial allows a famtastic view of the watch core - 
the movement. 

The dials in silver, champagne or rose gold co-
lours are decorated with zirkonia stomes at the 
places of the figures 3,6,9 and 12.The hands are 
blued in traditional manner. The exclusive look 
is completed by the beautiful brown or black le-
ather straps.    
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2723.1330101 2723.1330102 2723.1330103
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Automatic movement cal. 2723 SeaGull, skeletonized, open way dial, stainless steel case Ø 35mm, h = 10 mm, 
sapphire glass, glass back, 5 atm.



TOURBILLON- 
SKELETON

This tourbillon model was specially 
produced to be presented at the 
most popular international watch 
fair “Baselworld 2012”. The dial 
has been designed by using crystal 
in order to see and e enjoy the 
beautiful tourbillon movement, its 
perfectly shaped and skeletonized 
bridges. For the same   reason, it 
is fitted with a see-through glass 
back.

Hand winding movement cal.3360, refined, skeletonized, Greenwich time indication, day & night display, stainless 
steel case Ø 43 mm, h = 12 mm, sapphire glass, 5 atm, limited edition of 100 pieces of each dial version.

3360.T04
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3360.T403360.T05



TOURBILLON - POWER RESERVE

Our recent series of tourbillon is made in classical style featuring guilloched dials. In this way the design of the 
brands Poljot-International & Basilika is following the tradition of tourbillons. 

3340.T09 3340.T11 3340.T12Pe
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Hand winding movement cal.3340, refined, day & night display, power reserve display, stainless steel case Ø 43 
mm, h = 12 mm, sapphire glass, 5 atm, limited edition of 100 pieces of each dial version.
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3340.T10 3340.T08



Hand winding movement cal.3340, refined, day & night display, power reserve display, stainless steel case Ø 43 
mm, h = 12 mm, sapphire glass, 5 atm, limited edition of 100 pieces of each dial version.
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3620.1942511 3620.1942513

25th ANNIVERSARY

On occasion of the 25th anniversary of the manufacturer, designer Alexander Shorokhov is again  revealing his 
Russian soul and love to Russia by creating an  extraordinary  hand engraved model in  limited edition of  only 
25 pcs. for each dial version. 
Hand winding movement cal.3620-2 SeaGull, hand engraved and refined, stainless steel case Ø 43 mm, h = 
12,8 mm, sapphire glass, glass back, 5 atm.

GLOBETROTTER

For people who are often travelling in foreign countries and preferring something special, the model “Doubleti-
mer” has been made in skeletonized execution. The day and night indication is placed on a disc showing, at the 
same time, a world map with sun and moon. This watch will be produced in three versions. Every version consists 
of only 300 pieces.Hand winding mechanical movement 9120, skeletonized and refined, indication of local and 
home time, day & night-display; small side second hand; stainless steel case with sapphire front glass and see 
through glass back, Ø 43 mm, h = 14 mm, 5 atm, limited edition of 300 pcs. of each version. 
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9730.2940551 9730.2940552 9730.2940651



REGULATOR 

The regulators with open or closed barrel 
are of special interest for fans of the techni-
cal aspects of watches. The first regulators 
were used in observatories. Their accuracy 
was extremely high. Later on, calibrating 
devices used for time equalizing were called 
„regulators“. Here, the large luminous mi-
nute hand and the enormous figures indi-
cating the minutes definitely stand in the 
limelight. 

The hours and the second hands are loca-
ted in the upper and side part of the dial. 
The open barrel permits a view of the “in-
ner life” of the movement; developed in the 
manufacturer of “Alexander Shorokhoff”.

9031.8940444

9031.8940441 9033.9940551 9033.9940552

Hand winding regulator cal. 9031. P-I, stainless steel case with glass back, Ø 43 mm, h = 12,4 mm, sapphire glass, 
5 atm.

24 25
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NEW JAROSLAVL

Jaroslavl is one of the oldest towns in Russia. 
In the Middle Ages, the most important trade 
routes intersected here. It is not by accident 
that the Trans-Siberian railway lines also pass 
through Yaroslavl. Nowadays, its historical cen-
tre is one of the most magnificent places in Rus-
sia, and since 2005, it belongs to the World Cul-
tural Heritage Sites of the UNESCO. 

The timeless design of the watch and the dau-
phin hands make the watch a valuable addition 
to the P-I-collection.
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2427.1540994

2427.1540991
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2427.1540911 2427.1540913 2427.1541668  2427.1541167 2427.1540611 2427.1540113

28 29

Automatic movement cal. 2427 Slava with day&date, stainless steel case Ø 43 mm, h = 14,2 mm, sapphire glass, 
coloured glass back, 5 atm.

Automatic movement cal. 2427 Slava with day&date, stainless steel case Ø 43 mm, h = 14,2 mm, sapphire glass, 
coloured glass back, 5 atm.
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CLASSIC CHRONO

The “Classic” line continues the “Baikal” line. 
The watches are designed in a “classical” style 
– which in translation from Latin, is synonymous 
with “in an exemplary fashion”. The style sym-
bolises glory and stability while transmitting a 
feeling of harmony and regularity, outside of all 
things transitory.  

The succinct and elegant appearance, the clear 
design, but also the unobtrusive colours of this 
watch turn it into one of the most classic wat-
ches of  the Poljot-International-collection.
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Hand winding chronograph cal. 2901 SeaGull,  refined with “Geneva Stripes” , stainless steel case, Ø 43,0 mm, h 
= 14,2 mm, 5 atm, glass back, sapphire glass.
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MICHAEL GORBATCHOV 
In the 1990s, the face of this man was known in 
every country of the world. His fame surpassed 
even that of any idol. It was Michael Gorbatchov 
who broke through the “Iron Curtain” between 
West and East. The specters of antagonism dis-
appeared and peoplebegan to treat each other 
with increased sympathy and respect. For the 
25th anniversary of the company, this bestsel-
ler will be produced again. This time, it has an 
automatic movement. At the dial are rose gold 
appliques instead of figures. 2 flags are symbo-
lizing the transition of the USSR into the Russi-
an Federation. The words at the dial’s rim are 
also expressing the reorganization of the state 
with following Russian words: “perestroika” (re-
organization), “glasnost” (freedom of speech), 
freedom, reforms, democracy and peace.  
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2427.15465112427.15465122427.1546513

The watch is limited to only 250 pcs. of each dial version. Automatic movement cal. 2427 Slava with day&date, 
stainless steel case Ø 43 mm, h = 14,2 mm, sapphire glass, coloured glass back, 5 atm.

3332
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The lake “Baikal” is one of the most magical 
places of Siberia. It enthuses people by its ar-
chaic beauty, inspires and captures them. Also 
the watch impresses by its fineness, elegance 
and delicacy. The great format and the glass 
back are supposed to mean this natural treasu-
re. 

2901.1940911

34 35

2901.1940611 2901.19409132901.1940912

Hand winding chronograph cal. 2901 SeaGull,  refined with “Geneva Stripes” , stainless steel case, Ø 43,0 mm, h 
= 14,2 mm, 5 atm, glass back, sapphire glass.



7750.1940613 7750.1940712 7750.1940713
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Automatic chronograph cal. 7750.ETA, stainless steel case,  Ø  43,0 mm, h = 14,5 mm, 5 atm, glass back, sapphire 
front glass.
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3133.7887801 3133.7887702 3133.7887803Z

AMBER
This precious watch featuring an amber glass back is not only an attractive accessory, but also conducive to 
health. Amber is a natural miracle reducing tiredness and headaches and elevates your mood. For this watch only 
genuine amber was used. Hand winding chronograph cal. 3133. Poljot, stainless steel case with amber back, Ø 
39,9 mm, h=15 mm, 5atm, bezel with zirconia stones or diamonds.



2706.1330131 2706.1330134 2706.1330631

2706.1330634
YAKUTIA
 
Yakutia is a rich constituent republic of the Siberian part of Russia. Its wealth consists in gold and diamonds. A 
legend says that God, when creating the earth he sent out an angel bearing a big bag full of treasures. When 
the angel was flying over Yakutia his fingers felt numb with biting cold and he dropped the bag. In this way, the 
region got rich of mineral resources. The ladies watch “Yakutia“ is also exuding this richness and local colour of 
this republic.  The MOP dial with its Swarovski stones and the small second hand near “6” in national style are 
indicating this.  With the classical case and the automatic movement the watch will be your perfect accessory for 
daily wearing as well as for festive occasions.

Automatic movement  calibre 2706 SeaGull, stainless 
steel case,  Ø 35 mm, h = 10 mm, 5 atm, glass back, 
sapphire front glass. 
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NIGHTS OF 
ST. PETERSBURG

While in Moscow the nights 
are dark, the nights in St. Pe-
tersburg are very light. Like 
the nights you will feel the 
watches with the warm dial 
colours more light and roman-
tic – they are glimmering like 
the sky over the town. 

Thanks to the distinct large 
lettering one cannot, night or 
day, lose track of time.
The refined movement under 
the glass back completes the 
magic appeal of this model. 

40 41

9011.1940867Z

9011.1940864 9011.1940867

Hand winding movement cal. 9011, refined with “Geneva Stripes” or skeletonized, stainless steel case Ø 43 mm, h = 12,4 mm, 
sapphire glass, 5 atm, MOP-dial or open way dial.



9120.2940335 9120.2940336
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DOUBLETIMER

For people who are often travelling in foreign countries the watch model ”Doubletimer“ will be a very helpful 
thing. It shows not only the local time and the time of your home town; moreover it has a day & night-display. The 
dial was made of high-grade mother of pearl; the case is of stain-less steel. Besides it has a very smooth comfor-
table leather strap. Hand winding mechanical movement 9120 PI,  indication of local und home time; day & night 
display; stainless steel case, Ø  43 mm, h=14 mm 5 atm,  glass  back, sapphire front glass. 

9011.1940064

9011.1940067
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MOSCOW NIGHTS

The song about “Moscow Nights” that lent its 
name to this watch model made an entry into 
the “Guinness Book of World Records” as song 
most frequently sang in the world. 

You can hear it in India in all local dialects, in 
distant Nigeria sung in the old Haussa langua-
ge, and in foggy Copenhagen where sailors sa-
lute each other with words from this song. The 
catchy melody and the deeply moving words 
made it a true figurehead of Russia.

Hand winding chronograph cal. 2901 SeaGull,  
refined with “Geneva Stripes” , stainless steel 
case Ø 43,0 mm, h = 14,2 mm, 5 atm, glass back, 
sapphire glass.
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2901.1940961 2901.1940962 2901.1940963 2427.1540961 2427.1540962 2427.1540963

MOSCOW NIGHTS

Automatic movement cal. 2427 Slava with day&date, stainless steel case Ø 43 mm, h = 14,2 mm, sapphire glass, 
coloured glass back, 5 atm.
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Hand winding chronograph cal. 2901 SeaGull,  refined with “Geneva Stripes” , stainless steel case Ø 43,0 mm, h = 
14,2 mm, 5 atm, glass back, sapphire glass.



POLAR BEAR

„Polar Bear“ is the name of one of the 
most successful watches by Poljot-In-
ternational. In order to continue in this 
way, we have carried out a treatment of 
rejuvenation. The watch will get a clas-
sic design and thus fit into the overall 
picture of the whole collection. 

This watch with its 24-hours-display 
is certainly one of the exotics among 
mechanical watches. The hour hand is 
making one turn only in 24 hours. Such 
watch need to have pilots, seafarers or 
people living in the Arctic regions. The 
“Polar Classic“ is available in four diffe-
rent dials with the matching in colour 
calf  leather straps.
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Hand winding movement cal. 9011, refined with “Geneva Stripes”, stainless steel 
case Ø 43 mm, h = 12,4 mm, 5 atm, sapphire glass, glass back.
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9011.1940264 9011.1940263
2423.1940314

2706.1330111

Automatic movement 
cal. 2706 SeaGull,  refi-
ned, stainless steel case 
Ø 35mm, h = 10 mm, sap-
phire glass, glass back, 5 
atm.



2423.1940311

Hand winding movement cal. 2423 Vostok, stainless steel case, Ø 43,0 mm, h = 12,4 mm, 5 atm, sapphire glass, 
glass back.
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